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The forthcoming device JT-60SA, under construction in Naka (Japan), is particularly well 

equipped for studying Advanced Tokamak scenarios with high βN and a non-negligible 

fraction of energetic particles from neutral bean injectors [1][2]. These plasmas are prone to 

exhibit kink-like ideal MHD instabilities; one or more Resistive Wall Modes (RWM) in 

particular can be potentially unstable when operating beyond the no-wall pressure limit [3]. 

While a synergy of wave-particle resonances and active control will play a role in stabilizing 

RWMs, the present work focuses on the latter. An advanced modelling tool has been 

developed based on the CarMa code [4][5] which includes a detailed description of the 

passive stabilizing plate and active coils. As an improvement of previous results, 

simultaneous stabilization of the most unstable RWMs (n=1,2) is demonstrated, discussing 

the capabilities and limits of the feedback system. Different configurations of active coils are 

compared, taking advantage of the flexibility granted by the 18 independent power supplies. 

A realistic controller for the RWM loop is discussed and implemented in the model, 

combined with accurate positioning of magnetic sensors on the stabilizing plate and vacuum 

vessel. The performance of the mode-control algorithm is assessed by analyzing the 

eigenvalues of the closed-loop system. The development of the time simulation, describing 

mode dynamics, is also described.  
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